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Additional Internal Evidence 
for the Authenticity of the 

Book of Mormon
THE sublimely beautiful ac

count of the ministry of 
Christ among the Nephites 

stands in illumined loveliness 
against a sad background of three 
days of destruction and darkness. 
And in that darkness what dread
ful groanings and tumultuous 
noises! What rumbling, trembling 
and rending! What howling, la
menting, weeping and wailing!

Yet, it must be admitted, the 
record of those fearful three days 
has sometimes seemed a bit un
real, perhaps, to many readers— 
not that one questions the truth 
of the record—but that the hap
penings seem, in character, so ex
tremely unusual, not to say un
heard-of.

But if a touch of realism is de
sired for this recital of the fell 
power of tempests, lightnings and 
earthquakes, the means are ready at 
hand. Easily accessible are abun
dant and vivid descriptions by 
eye-witnesses of similar, but more 
recent, devastations by these ele
mental angels of ruin. This orig
inal source material is extremely 
interesting and holds the reader 
almost spell-bound, if only for 
the utter awesomeness of it. And 
to many it will, doubtless, prove 
to be practically a virgin field of 
research.

A GREAT number of these doc- 
uments need not be consulted 

before one becomes aware of two 
arresting facts. First, that defi
nite and specific characteristics 
mark these death-dealing furies of 
nature—I mean hurricanes and 
earthquakes, and second, that nev
er before in an average general 
reading has one been made aware 
of many of these more definite 
and specific characteristics. And 
when others are consulted as to 
their knowledge of the more exact 
nature of hurricanes and earth
quakes, they quite freely report 
themselves little or no better in; 
formed in this regard.

By ISAAC B. BALL
Berkeley, California

And then it is that a third fact 
serenely sails into consciousness, 
namely, that somehow the account 
in the Book of Mormon (III 
Nephi) does contain briefly, but 
accurately, just those specific at
tributes and no others, which are 
spoken of only (and can be spok
en of only) by eye-witnesses or 
by students of earth sciences, and 
are not known to average readers, 
or to college-bred people, in gen
eral, for that matter.

And so, of course, there can 
be but one conclusion, clear and 
convincing: the account in III 
Nephi must have been written 
by eye-witnesses, and could not 
have been composed by Joseph 
Smith. His reading and experi
ence of these natural phenomena 
were necessarily limited in the ex
treme, even more limited than the 
average man’s today.

TJERE then is solid internal evi- 
dence, for the authenticity of 

the Book of Mormon. No doubt

The Author

the great strength of this evidence 
will become clearer to the reader 
as the records from the Book of 
Mormon are quoted and along side 
of them are placed accounts of 
some recent eye-witness and of 
recognized scholars in this field.

However, before setting forth 
these accounts, please consider 
scholarly examples of a very sim
ilar line of reasoning in support of 
the authenticity of a Bible narra
tive. Sodom and Gomorrah were 
destroyed by the Lord on account 
of their shocking wickedness. I 
quote, from Professor E. J. Hous
ton’s excellent popular treatise on 
volcanoes and earthquakes:1

1E. J. Houston, Wonder Book f of 
Volcanoes and Earthquakes, chapter 30.

Let us now examine briefly the de
scription Moses gives of the destruction 
of Sodom and Gomorrah and other cities 
of the plains. This destruction occurred 
during the life of Abraham and his 
nephew Lot. The record says that God 
told Abraham that he intended to de
stroy them because of their wickedness. 
Then follows in the 18th chapter of 
Genesis the eloquent pleading of Abraham 
for one of the doomed cities. At Abra
ham’s earnest plea God promises to spare 
Sodom if fifty righteous men can be 
found therein.

Obtaining this respite, Abraham re
peatedly asks further mercy for the city, 
and at last receives the sacred promise 
that the city shall not be destroyed, if 
but ten righteous people can be found 
'therein. An evidence’ df the great wicked
ness of the city is seen in the fact that 
not even ten could be found. Where
upon the Lord gives notice to Lot that 
the cities are doomed and commands 
Lot to leave at ohite with his family.

"Escape for thy life! look not be
hind thee, neither stay thee in all’ .the 
plain; escape to the mountains, lest tbou 
be consumed.” Moses described what 
happened as follows:

"The sun was risen upon the earth 
When Lot entered into Zoar.

"Then the Lord rained upon Sodom 
and upon Gomorrah brimstone and fire 
from the Lord out of heavenx, 
. "And he overthrew, ¿hose pities and 
all the plain, and ail. the,. inhabitants of 
the. cities, and that which grew upon 
thie ground.

"And his wife looked back from be
hind him, and she became a pillar of 
salt.
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“And Abraham gat up early in the 
morning to the place where he stood 
before the Lord:

“And he looked toward Sodom and 
Gomorrah and toward all the land of 
the plain, and beheld, and lo, the smoke 
of the country went up as the smoke 
of a furnace.”

This is clearly the description of a 
volcanic eruption, for throughout the 
Bible things are 
described as they ap
pear to be. When 
Moses speaks of the 
brimstone and fire 
being rained down 
upon Sodom and 
Gomorrah out ■ of 
heaven, he is des
cribing the pheno
mena as it would 
appear to one look
ing at it. Of 
course we know that 
in volcanic eruptions 
such things come to 
the earth through 
the crater of the vol
cano. The lava is
thrown high into the air, and the hard
ening, (though still red hot) ashes
rain down from the ash cloud that 
forms over the mountains. But,
looked at from a distance, they appear 
to fall or to be rained down from the 
skies. In exactly the same way, Livy, 
the Roman historian, tells about showers 
of stone that fell from heaven in Mt. 
Albano, near Rome, for two whole days 
during the second Punic war. So, too, 
even Pliny, who had some pretensions 
to be considered a naturalist, in describing 
the appearance of Mt. Vesuvius during 
the terrible eruption of A. D. 79 when 
Herculaneum and Pompeii were destroyed, 
speaks of the red hot stones and ashes 
as falling from above. So, in reality, 
they did, although, as in the case of the 
plain, the material forming the cloud 
came from the crater of the volcano be
low.

As to brimstone falling from the sky, 
this is by (no means an unknown or 
unusual occurrence during many vol
canic eruptions, since sulphur is a com
mon material, often thrown out of the 
craters of some volcanoes.

Note also the statement that when 
Abraham rose early in the morn and 
looked toward the place where Sodom 
and Gomorrah stood, he saw the smoke 
of the country go up like the smoke 
of a furnace. This was probably the 
smoke caused by the burning of the city, 
or even by the destruction of the crops 
in the fields, when ignited by the falling 
red ashes. It might also have been 
partly due to the burning of asphalt 
thrown out from the fissures in the 
ground, or to the shower of volcanic 
ashes that fell from the cloud that formed 
during the eruption.

That the cities were destroyed by a 
volcano far in the past appears from 
things outside the Bible proper, for 
Strabo, the Greek geographer, refers to 
Jewish tradition that thirteen flourish
ing cities were swallowed up by a vol
cano. and this finds fair corroboration 
in the ruins along the western borders 
of the Dead Sea.

can hardly deny that such 
explanations add a needed 

touch of realism to Bible narra
tives that have been so ruthlessly 
assailed by a criticism calling itself 
“higher.”

In manner somewhat like this 
an argument may be presented in 
regard to the account in III Nephi, 
chapters eight, nine and ten. And 

rhe touch of realism thus gained 
may not be unwelcome in this 
case also.

These three chapters in the Book 
of Mormon contain an abridged 
account of an unparalleled com
bination of tempest, whirlwinds, 
thunder, lightnings and earth
quakes. These natural furies, act
ing in unwonted unity, effected 
the total destruction of at least 
sixteen cities and of almost the 
entire population of the Nephite 
nation. The records of these ca
lamities are purported to be taken 
from original accounts of eye-wit
nesses, and to be abridgments by 
Mormon of the original plates. In 
fact it is stated that he was not 
able to record a hundredth part 
of the full accounts.

Mormon begins by stating that 
the man who kept the records was 
a just man and hence he is certain 
the record is true. According to 
this man’s record thirty-three years 
had passed away since the sign was

7* HE author of this article, I. B. 
Ball, has been engaged in school 
work most of his life. After grad
uating ¡from the Utah Agricultural 
College and gaining practical ex
perience as a teacher, he became 
superintendent of schools in Sevier 
County, and later served for eight 
years in the Vocational Division of 
the [Department of Education for 
Utah. At present he is principal of 
a school in Berkeley and is doing 
special work at the University of 
California for professional improve
ment. Wherever his lot is cast he 
is a conscientious Latter-day Saint. 

given of the Savior’s birth, and 
therefore the people began to look 
with great earnestness for the sign 
that had been foretold by the 
prophet Samuel the Lamanite, 
namely the three days of darkness 
over the face of the land, which 
would be a sign of the Savior’s 

crucifixion. There 
began to be great 
doubtings and 
disputations 
among the peo
ple, as well there 
might.

And then it came 
to pass in the thirty 
and fourth year, in 
the first month, on 
the fourth day of 
the month, there 
arose a great storm, 
such an one as never 
had been known in 

all the land. And there was also a great 
and terrible tempest; and there was ter
rible thunder, insomuch that it did shake 
the whole earth as if it was about to 
divide asunder. And there were exceeding 
sharp lightnings, such as never had been 
known in all the land. And the city of 
Zarahem.a did take fire. And the city of 
Moroni did sink into the depths of the 
seja, [and the (inhabitants thereof were 
drowned. And the earth was carried up 
upon the city of Moronihah, that in the 
place of the city there became a great 
mountain. * * *

And the highways were broken up, and 
the level roads were spoiled, and many 
smooth places made rough. And many 
great and notable cities were sunk, and 
many were burned, and many were shaken 
till the buildings thereof had fallen to 
the earth, and the inhabitants thereof 
were slain, and the plaices Wjere lefft 
desolate. And there were some cities 
which remained; but the damage thereof 
was exceeding great, and there were many 
in them who were slain. And there 
were some who were carried away in 
the whirlwind: and whither they went 
no man knoweth, save they know they 
were carried away. And the face of 
the whole earth became deformed, be
cause of the tempests and the thunderings 
and the lightnings and the quaking of 
the earth. And behold the rocks were 
rent in twain; they were broken up 
upon the face of the whole earth, inso
much that they were found in broken 
fragments, and in seams, and in cracks, 
upon all the face of the land. And it 
came to pass that when the thunderings 
and the lightnings and the storm and 
the tempest, and the quakings of the 
earth did cease—for behold they did last 
about the space of three hours: and it 
was said by some that the time was 
greater; nevertheless all these great and 
terrible things were done in about the 
space of three hours—and then behold, 
there was darkness upon the face of the 
land.

And it came to pass that there was 
thick darkness upon all the face of the 
land, insomuch that the inhabitants there
of who had not fallen could feel the 
vapor of darkness: And there could be 
no light, because of the darkness, neither 
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candles, neither torches, njeither c,ould 
there be fire kindled with their fine and 
exceeding dry wood, so that there could 
not be any light at all. * * *

And it came to pass that it did last 
for the space of three days that there 
was no light seen; and there was great 
mourning and howling and weeping

among all the people continually; yea 
great were the groanings of the people, 
because of the darkness, and the great 
destruction which had come upon them.2 3

2III Nephi 8:5-23.
3The Atmosphere by Camille Flam

marion, page 335, et seq.

'T’HIS from the eighth chapter of
III Nephi. Chapter nine re

cords the words of the voice that 
was heard upon all the face of 
the land after the noises and the 
destruction had ceased. The Lord 
recites the names of sixteen cities 
which had been totally destroyed. 
For the sake of brevity let us, 
omitting the names of the cities, 
here group them according to the 
direct natural phenomena in
volved:

One city destroyed by being 
“covered by earth,”

One city destroyed by being 
“sunk in the depths of the sea.”

Four cities destroyed by being 
“sunk and buried in the depths of 
the earth and waters came up in 
the stead thereof.”

Four cities destroyed by being 
“sunk and hills and valleys * * * 
came in the place therof.”

Six cities destroyed by “burning 
with fire,” the phrase being used, 
“and I did send down fire and de
stroyed them.”

And turning briefly to the tenth 
chapter we shall quote a few short 
but extremely vivid phrases, that 
let us know what the people had 
been through during the three 
days of darkness:

And thus * * * did the three days 
pass away. And it was in the morning 
and the darkness dispersed from off the 
face of the land, and the earth did cease 
to tremble, and the rocks did cease to 
rend, and the dreadful groanings did 

cease, and all the tumultuous noises did 
pass away. And the earth did cleave 
together again, that it stood; and the 
mourning and the weeping and the wail
ing of the people who were spared did 
cease. * * *

Then, speaking of those who 
were still alive, it says:

And they were spared and were not 
sunk and buried up in the earth; and 
they were not drowned in the depths of 
the sea; and they were not burned by 
fire; neither were they fallen upon and 
crushed to death; and they were not 
carried away in the whirlwind; neither 
were they overpowered by the vapor of 
smoke and darkness.

T N all these succinct phrases set 
A down by Mormon as he ^ead 
and abbreviated the fuller first
hand record inscribed by the III 
Nephi himself, we clearly perceive 
descriptions of three major natural 
phenomena. First, there is the 
hurricane, the great “storm,” the 
“great and terrible tempest!” then 
the accompanying thunder and 
lightning; and finally the earth
quakes, the “exceeding great quak
ing of the whole earth.”

As shall be clearly shown pres
ently, hurricanes are capable of de
stroying whole cities and their in
habitants, besides laying waste the 
country-side; and lightning which 
usually accompanies the hurricane 
is able to set fire to cities and 
strike down in death men and ani
mals alike; while earthquakes 
crown all other calamities with 
their gigantic power of fell destruc
tion. Now then, if hurricanes or 
lightnings or earthquakes acting 
singly are able to destroy a people, 
what shall we say of the sad plight 
that awaits any land where these 
three furies join hands in the ser
vice of an angry God?

'T’AKING up the definite char-
1 acteristics of hurricanes or

great windstorms, consider first an 
extract from the writings of the 
French savant, Camille Flammari
on:8

"The large perturbations of the air 
are perhaps, next to great volcanic erup
tions, the most fearful phenomena that 
take place upon the globe. * * * In 
Hindoo mythology, Rudia, the chief god 
of winds and storms, has become known 
also as the god of destruction and death.

"In the early part of the cyclone, a 
strange dull sound is sometimes heard 
like that of wind in very old houses 
during winter nights. The gusts which 
rend the air during the time the 
cyclone continues are , said to create a 

noise like that of the roaring of wild 
beasts, a tumult of countless voices, and 
cries of terror. At the point where 
the center of the storm passes, a for
midable sound like the discharge of ar
tillery, an incessant rolling of thunder, 
(the voice of the hurricane as it is in 
fact) is heard above all others.

"The progress of the wind meets with 
resistance upon the land, but the de
struction is none the less terrible. Build
ings which lie in its path are overturned; 
the waters of streams are driven back 
towards their source, isolated trees are 
torn up by their roots; forests are bent 
down as if they formed one compact 
mass, and their branches and leaves arc 
scattered; even the grass is swept off 
the ground. In the path of the hur
ricane fly countless debris, like the flot
sam carried along by a stream. Generally 
speaking.'the action of electricity is super
added to« the action of the air in motion 
and helps to augment the ravages of 
the storm. Sometimes flashes of light
ning are so rapid that they descend like 
a sheet of flame; the clouds, and even 
drops of rain emit light; the electric 
tension is so great that sparks have been 
seen to fly from the body of man. A 
whole forest on the island of St. Vincent 
in the West Indies was killed by light
ning without the trunks of a single tree 
being blown down.

"The most terrible cyclone of modem 
times is probably that which occurred 
on October 10, 1780, which has been 
especially called the ‘Great Hurricane,’ 
and which seems to have embodied all 
the horrible scenes that attend phe
nomena of that kind. Starting from 
Barbadoes, where trees and houses were 
all blown down, it engulfed an English 
fleet anchored before St. Lucie and then 
ravaged the whole of that island where 
'six thousand persons were buried be
neath the ruins. From thence it trav
eled to Martinique, overtook a French 
transport fleet and sunk 40 ships con
veying four thousand soldiers, all 
drowned. * ♦ * Farther south four other 
islands were also devastated, and most 
of the vessels that were sailing in the 
track of the cyclone were lost with all 
on board.

"This hurricane was quite as destruc
tive on land. Nine thousand persons 
perished at Martinique, one thousand at 
St. Pierre, where not a single house 
was left standing, for the sea rose to 
a height of twenty-five feet and one 
hundred and fifty houses that were built

along the shares were engulfed. At 
Port Royal, the cathedral, seven churches 
and fourteen hundred houses were blown 
down, sixteen hundred sick and wounded 
were buried beneath the ruins of the hos
pital, At St. Eustache, seven vessels 
were dashed to pieces against the rocks, 

[Continued on page 428]
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and of the nineteen that lifted their 
anchors and sailed to sea only one re
turned. At St. Lucie the strongest build
ings were torn up from their foundations; 
a cannon was hurled a distance of more 
than thirty yards, and men as well as 
animals were lifted off their feet and 
carried several yards. Of six hundred 
houses in Kingstown in the island of 
St. Vincent fourteen alone remained in
tact.

“In the Leeward Islands, the inhabi
tants; of the government palace took 
refuge in the center of the building during 
the height of the storm, thinking that 
the immense thickness of the walls (near
ly four yards) and their circular shape 
would preserve them from the fury of 
the wind. At eleven thirty p. m. they 
were obliged to repair to the cellar, as 
the wind had penetrated everywhere and 
lifted off the roof. However, the .water 
in the cellar rising to the height of more 
than a yard, they were driven into the 
battery, and protected themselves behind 
the cannon, some of which were driven 
from their places by the force of the wind.

“By the light of dawn the country 
looked as it does in mid-winter; there was 
not a single leaf, or even a branch re
maining upon the trees.*''

TN this graphic description of a 
1 terrible West Indian whirlwind 
one learns a number of the spe
cific characteristics that attend hur
ricanes in general. Note especially 
“the dull sounds,” “noises like 
that of the roaring of wild beasts, 
a tumult of countless voices and 
cries of terror,” “a formidable 
sound like the discharge of ar
tillery, an incessant rolling of 
thunder.” How this parallels such 
brief phrases in the III Nephi, as 
“dreadful groanings” and “tu
multuous noises!” *

Again note the reference by 
Doctor Flammarion to electrical 
discharges that are specific con
comitants to the West Indian hur
ricanes: “Generally* speaking the 
action of electricity is superadded 
to the violence of the air in mo
tion, and helps to augment the 
ravages of the tempest;” “Flashes 
of lightning so rapid that they 
descend like a sheet of flame.” And 
may I add here that the detona
tions of the deafening thunder 
may best be imagined.

TVTITH this fresh in mind, ,re- 
** call now some phrases from’ 

the Book of Mormon account re
ferring to thunder and lightning: 
“and there was terrible thunder, 
insomuch that it did shake the 
whole earth as if it was about 

to 'divide asunder;” “and there 
were exceeding sharp lightnings, 
such as never had been known in 
all the land, and the city of Zara- 
hemla did take fire.” In chapter 
nine, “the burning with fire” of 
four cities is referred to with this 
phrase, “I did send down fire and 
(did) destroy them.” The rapid 
lightning could have done just 
this. As the descending hot ashes 
of the volcano set fire to the cities 
of Sodom and Gomorrah, so the 
lightning, descending like a sheet 
of flame, may have set fire to the 
four Book of Mormon citigg.

How wonderfully accurate are 
these simple statements in the 
Book of Mormon when compared 
with Doctor Flammarion's graphic 
words, “some times the flashes of 
lightning. are so rapid that they 
descend like a sheet of flame.”

fTF great interest also is the scien- 
tist’s reference to the power of 

these violent windstorms to change 
the very face of nature: “Build
ings which lie in their path are 
overturned, the waters of streams 
are driven back toward their 
source; isolated trees are torn up 
by their roots, forests are bent 
down as if they formed but one 
compact mass, and their branches 
and leaves are scattered; even the 
grass is swept off the ground.” 
Contrasted with this the words 
of.are few 
"ÉuTiióáe* the less accurate: "And 
thus the face of the whole earth 
became deformed because of the 
tempests and the thunderings and 
the lightnings 'and the quaking 
of the earth.”

Moreover one should not fail 
to note the power of these storms 
to carry away men and animals as 
well as such ponderous objects as 
cannons. Our authority says: 
“Men as well as animals were lift
ed off their feet and carried several 
yards.” The Book of Mormon 
statement is that "many were car
ried away in the whirlwind.” And 
so in this particular as in all the 
others the sacred record is found 
to be in accord with the now- 
known peculiarities of hurricanes.

T CANNOT end reference to tem- 
pests without pointing out the 

fact that the Book of Mormon
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lands were situated in regions that 
have suffered greatly from the rav
ages of hurricanes since the advent 
of the Spaniard in the New World, 
and doubtless also before he came. 
This is made emphatic in the fol
lowing observation from the sci
entists last quoted:

“The astronomer Poey, Director of 
the Observatory at Havana, Cuba, has 
ascertained by a laborious research into 
the hurricanes that have raged in the 
West Indies since the discovery of Amer^ 
ica (1493) to the present day, that there 
have been three hundred sixty-five grand 
cyclones. He finds that two-thirds have 
occurred * * * during the period when 
the heated shores of South America are 
begininng to attract towards them the 
colder and denser air of North America.”4

4The Atmosphere, by Camille Flam
marion, page 330, et seq.

Note that the geography of the 
most destructive cyclones of the 
western hemisphere is thus placed 
not far from the center of the 
Nephite civilization as determined 
by Book of Mormon scholars. The 
"‘small neck of land” is supposed 
to refer to the Isthmus of Panama, 
and therefore settlements were 
doubtless to be found in the north
ern part of South America as well 
as in Central America. Doubt
less, then the Nephites were more 
or less acquainted with these ter
rible storms for they resided in a 
region usually subject to them.

Perhaps that gives an added 
meaning to the words, “There 
arose a great storm, such an one as 
never had been before known in 
all the land” They had known 
violent tempests before, but not 
such a terrible one as this which 
now arose.

A LTHOUGH only a small frac- 
tion of available material has 

been called upon thus far in dis
cussing the existing parallels be
tween sacred and secular accounts 
of tempests, hurricanes and light
nings, it will have to suffice for 
the purpose of the present disserta
tion. Perhaps at this point, and 
before passing on to the other half 
of my topic, namely earthquakes, 
it will be well to present a sum
mary which may make clearer the 
remarkable parallelism that actu
ally exists between the Book of 
Mormon account and more modern
scientific statements. The sum
mary will be put in the form of 
two parallel lists, the numbers 
from one to nine in one list cor
responding in subject matter to 
the same number in the other list.

Characteristics of Hurricanes as Men
tioned by Professor Flammarion:

1. Very violent winds.
2. Powerful enough to carry away 

-men.
3. Terrible noises and sounds.
4. Great numbers perish.
5. The face of nature changed.
6. Hurricanes are usually accompanied 

by thunder and lightning.
7. The lightning descends like fire and 

sets fire to cities at times.
S. The thunders are like the discharge 

.of artillery.
\ 9. Most fear-inspiring phenomena

...linown with few exceptions.

Corresponding Phenomena Mentioned 
in the Book of Mormon as Attending the 
“Great Tempest“’.

1. A great and terrible tempest.
2. Many were carried away in the 

whirlwind.
3. Dreadful groanings and tumultuous 

noises.
4. A whole nation reduced to a 

fraction of its population.
5. The whole face of the land was 

changed.
6. With the tempest came terrible 

thunder and lightning.
7. Exceeding sharp lightnings * * * 

and the city of Zarahemla did take fire.
8. Terrible thunder did shake the 

whole earth.
9. Fears of people voiced in mourn

ing, weeping, groaning, and wailing.

The reader should observe that 
several of the characteristics above 
listed are also known to accom
pany earthquakes, especially items 
three to six, inclusive. So that 
in these particulars at least, the 
hurricane and the quake serve the 
disastrous ends of re-enforcing one 
another.

A candid person, when scan
ning tli£ above mentioned char
acteristics of hurricanes, will read
ily agree that few young men at 
twenty-five have a knowledge of 
all these facts such as would en
able one to fit them properly into 
a description of The World’s 
Greatest Tempest, as we may call 
this one in contra-distinction to 
the Great Hurricane of 1780.

'T' HEREFORE the argument that
Joseph Smith at the time he 

produced the Book of Mormon 
could hardly have known enough 
of the detailed characteristics of 
hurricanes to have inserted in the 
sacred record all the particulars 
that careful study now shows 
were necessary to be included and 
no others, is valid.

And the conclusion that he ac
tually translated the Book of Mor
mon from first-hand records of 
eye-witnesses to the events men
tioned in them is also valid.
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Pay $3.50 Monthly 
and you get a GOL£ 
BOND that matures you 
$1000.00 and earns you a
NET PROFIT of $342. Ol 
pay ALL CASH for your 
$1000.00 GOLD BONDS 

s and then—

Pay $10.50 Monthly 
and you get GOLD 
BONDS that mature you 
$3000.00 and earn you a 
NET PROFIT of $1026. 
Or pay all cash for your 
$3000.00 in GOLD 
BONDS and then—

your profit $1629'72

Write name and address 
in pencil for full free 
postpaid details. (D
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Announcement
THE

STANDARD
Chemical 

Products Co.
P. O. BOX 1764, DENVER, COLO.

Takes pleasure in announcing to the 
poultry raisers a free ADVISORY 
SERVICE, on Breeding, Feeding, Hous
ing, Culling, Sanitation, Prevention of 
Diseases, etc., gained through years 

of experience and scientific tests.
Ask the Representative when he calls 
for any help you may need. This in
formation does not place you under 

any obligation.
Utah State Representative

C. R. PORTER
735 Wash Ave., Ogden, Utah




